With over 25 years of brush making tradition, Crown Brush has become the leading industry resource for cosmetic and skincare brushes. Crown Brush has an extensive global distribution network with a very knowledgable and experienced staff which fully facilitates all of your brush needs. Utilizing master craftsmanship, Crown is a leader in recognizing and manufacturing top quality brushes from the finest materials available. Crown offers the largest and finest open stock selection of professional quality brushes anywhere. Crown also offers a private label division that allows our clients to private label any of our open stock brushes at the industry’s lowest minimums.

**ALL CROWN BRUSHES ARE 100% ANIMAL CRUELTY FREE.**

**ABSOLUTELY NO ANIMALS ARE HARMED OR DESTROYED FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAKING OUR BRUSHES.**

Crown is dedicated to the environment by constantly implementing new and more efficient manufacturing procedures that are environmentally responsible. Crown only partners with suppliers whose handles come from managed reforestation cooperatives. All natural bristles are purchased from fully licensed & accredited suppliers that adhere to a strict non-cruelty code of ethics.

Crown truly appreciates the patronage and loyalty of all our customers who have supported us for over 25 years. We look forward to remaining the professional’s premiere choice for brushes and servicing our revered industry for years to come.

Thank you,

Crown Brush
What are Crown Brushes made of?...

**Italian Badger™**
Italian Badger™ is a luxurious and soft blend of bristle. It's perfect for powder and mineral base products. Ideal for achieving a light and even coverage.

**Sable/Goat Mixture**
Most of our powder and blush brushes are constructed with this bristle mixture. Use on the face to apply, contour and blend powder products.

**Sable**
Sable is used to construct brushes that require a specific shape. This natural fiber is great when used to apply powders and bronzers and products that require blending.

**Squirrel**
Squirrel is an ultra soft bristle that is perfect for loose powder products.

**Capra/Goat**
This natural and soft bristle is used in powder and treatment brushes. Ideal for body shimmers and for post microdermabrasion dusting.

**Sable Blend**
Sable Blend is a mixture of different thickness and grades of sable. This blend is soft yet dense and is perfect to apply a deep and defined layer of shadow products. Great to blend and contour.

**Red Sable**
Red sable is the finest natural bristle used primarily for smaller precision applications. Red Sable is extremely tight and firm. Great for liquid creme or powder products.

**Polystyrene**
Polystyrene is a coarse synthetic fiber that is used in brow brushes and other esthetic application brushes.

**Boar**
Boar is a thick and durable natural bristle. Primarily used in facial treatment brushes.

**Boar/Badger Mixture**
This coarse natural blend is stiff but not abrasive to the skin. Great for brow application. Carries product evenly and helps sculpt the brow as well.

**Syntho™ Fiber**
Syntho™ fiber is a high grade synthetic fiber that is thinly extruded to mimic natural bristle. Each tip is razor cut to further soften the tips. Perfect for powder, liquid and creme products. Syntho™ is extremely versatile and durable.

**Grey Taklon**
**“*See Below”**

**Torray Taklon**
**“*See Below”**

**Two-Tone Taklon**
**“*See Below”**

**White Taklon**
**“*See Below”**

*Taklon is a 100% synthetic fiber. Taklon is made in different colors, but they all have the same function. Taklon bristle does not absorb product. They are perfect for liquid and creme products like foundations, concealers, and lip products.*
The Italian Badger Series is our signature luxury brush series. Our Badger bristle is an ultra soft natural bristle that ensures a natural and flawless application everytime. Used with mineral, loose powder and traditional cosmetics, each brush is custom designed with the needs of professionals in mind. This series features a polished chrome ferrule, with a mahogany wood handle coated in a high gloss finish.
IB106 - Angle Blush

IB122 - Mini Flat Bronzer

IB105 - Tapered Blush

IB124 - Badger Kabuki
IB126 - Deluxe Chisel Blush

IB134 - Chisel Blush

IB127 - Blending Fluff

IB128 - Angle Fluff

IB133 - Retractable Powder (Open)

IB133 - Retractable Powder (Closed)
IB107 - Oval Foundation
IB123 - Deluxe Oval Foundation
IB107 - Oval Foundation
IB114 - Oval Concealer
IB117 - Oval Taklon Lip
IB113 - Angle Liner
IB121 - Flocked Sponge
IB118 - Pro Spoolie
IB125 - Metal Eyelash Definer
IB115 - Brow Lash Groomer
IB137 - Lip Liner
IB132 - Stiff Brow
IB136 - Pointed Crease
IB135 - Bullet Crease
IB137 - Lip Liner
IB129 - Taklon Pointed Liner
IB130 - Flat Liner/Camouflage
IB132 - Stiff Brow
IB131 - Angle Liner / Spoolie
The Luna Badger Series is made from our signature Italian Badger bristle. This series is ultra soft and luxurious and made to ensure a natural and flawless application with both mineral and loose powder cosmetics. This series features a polished black ferrule, with a birch wood handle coated in a high gloss black finish.
BK30 - Blending Fluff

BK40 - Oval Shadow

BK39 - Chisel Fluff

BK17 - Round Angle Blender

BK36 - Small Round Angle Blender

BK38 - Deluxe Crease

BK37 - Round Tapered Crease

BK33 - Mini Oval Smudger

BK35 - Angle Brow

BK48 - Angle Fluff
Crown Luna brushes are constructed using high grade goat, sable, and synthetic fibers. Luna’s densely packed bristles allow for a deeper and more defined application of products. Luna series features a high gloss black ferrule and a birchwood handle coated in a high gloss black finish.
BK9 - Deluxe Oval Foundation

BK10 - Oval Concealer

BK19 - Deluxe Oval Lip

BK44 - Pointed Lip

BK12 - Retractable Lip

BK41 - Flat Liner/Camouflage

BK11 - Angle Taklon Eyeliner

BK34 - Lash Fan

BK24 - Rubber Smudger

BK45 - Deluxe Angle Liner

BK46 - Pointed Liner
Crown Syntho Series is constructed of the highest grade Japanese synthetic bristles. These premium synthetic bristles do not absorb oils or products, making them the most hypoallergenic brushes available. This signature vegan friendly brush line offers a smooth and consistent application. This series features a polished chrome ferrule, with a birch wood handle coated in a matte black finish.
AC010 - Deluxe Foundation/Concealer

SS007 - Deluxe Jumbo Foundation

SS002 - Deluxe Angle Foundation

SS001 - Deluxe Large Foundation

SS003 - Deluxe Medium Foundation

SS009 - Dlx Synthetic Buffer

SS016 - Dlx Synthetic Kabuki
SS011 - Deluxe Oval Shadow

SS012 - Deluxe Crease

AC009 - Deluxe Camouflage/Lip

SS006 - Deluxe Angle Liner

SS005 - Deluxe Mini Lash Fan

SS008 - Deluxe Eyeliner

SS004 - Deluxe Concealer
Studio Pro was specifically designed for the perfect and precise application. These handcrafted brushes are uniquely tailored to achieve a rich and defined finish. This series features a polished chrome ferrule, with a birch wood handle coated in a matte black finish.
C424 - Elite Soft Powder
C435 - Large Contour Blush
C405 - Contour Blush
C324 - Pro Angle Blender
C433 - Pro Blending Fluff
C431 - Precision Pencil
C421 - Mini Concealer
C425 - Tapered Concealer
C413 - Brow Duo
C414 - Deluxe Brow Groomer
C325 - Large Pro Angle Blender
C423 - Ultra Soft Kabuki
Studio Pro Series

C415 - Deluxe Sable Shader
C417 - Chubby Shadow
C422 - Crescent Shadow
C419 - Angle Blender
C418 - Angle Shadow
C410 - Flat Concealer
C432 - Flat Line Definer
C416 - Mini Sable Lip
C160-1/16” - Taklon Angle Liner
C409 - Angle Definer
Crown Duo Fiber brushes are constructed of an ultra soft blend of goat and microfiber bristles. The duo fiber combination allows the professional to obtain a light application using powder, emollient, cheek products and liquid and creme based foundation.
Crown Studio Series brushes are uniquely shaped and designed to give the professional makeup artist the ultimate application. Utilizing master craftsmanship, Crown has created the largest collection of handcrafted tools for the makeup professional. These chiseled brushes were designed by professionals who demand precision and usability. Studio brushes are constructed of the finest natural and synthetic bristles. Studio series offers our largest and most diverse array of professional grade brushes. This series features a polished chrome ferrule, with a birch wood handle coated in a matte black finish.
C107 - Jumbo Powder Dome
C106 - Unique Pointed Dome
C108 - Flat Bronzer
C143 - Deluxe Soft Fan
C310 - Large Soft Fan
C105 - Tapered Blush
C104 - Angle Blush
C100 - Mini Tapered Blush
C313 - Dual Length Powder
C219 - Deluxe Buffer
C109 - Mini Bronzer
C01 - Maxi Mop
C161 - Flat Sponge Blender
C114 - Silk Flocked Sponge
C312 - Rubber Smudger
C208 - Chisel Deluxe Fluff
C209 - Chisel Pointed Fluff
C210 - Small Chisel Fluff
C213 - Chisel Mini Smudger
C212 - Detail Mini Chisel
C148 - Mini Contour
C123 - Mini Chisel
C220 - Deluxe Angle Fluff
C150 - Angle Fluff
C223 - Angle Blender
C147 - Round Angle Blender
C200 - Deluxe Crease
C222 - Round Contour
C317 - Deluxe Crease
C138 - Round Contour
C139 - Tapered Crease
C316 - Flat Crease
C149 - Small Round Contour
C116-1/2” - Angle Fluff
C116-1/8” - Angle Fluff
C115 - Pro Spoolie
C155 - Brow/Lash Groomer
C221 - Metal Eyelash Definer
C162 - Spoolie/Brow Comb
C158 - Angle Liner/Spoolie
C157 - Sable Detail/Firm Shadow
C159 - Liner/Chisel Fluff
C156 - Smudger/Oval Fluff
C160 - Sponge/Oval Fluff
C112 - Stiff Brow
C707-J - Jumbo Foundation
C707-1” - Large Oval Foundation
C707-3/4” - Medium Oval Foundation
C315-B - Angle Foundation
C201 - Oval Foundation
C224 - Oval Concealer
C170SH-4 - Oval Taklon
C170-10 - Oval Taklon
C170-8 - Oval Taklon
C170-6 - Oval Taklon
C170-4 - Oval Taklon
C170-2 - Oval Taklon
C170-0 - Oval Taklon
C150-1” - Large Taklon Camouflage

C150-3/4” - Medium Taklon Camouflage

C315-A - Soft Taklon Foundation

C150-1/2” - Taklon Camouflage

C150-10 - Taklon Camouflage

C150-8 - Taklon Camouflage

C150-6 - Taklon Camouflage

C150-4 - Taklon Camouflage

C150-2 - Taklon Camouflage

C150-0 - Taklon Camouflage

C314 - Taklon Camouflage

C211 - Taklon Camouflage
Studio Series

- C202 - Red Sable Oval
- C203 - Red Sable Oval
- C204 - Red Sable Oval
- C205 Red Sable Oval
- C207 - Sable Angle Liner
- C206 - Retractable Sable Oval Lip
- C136-8 - Oval Fluff
- C215 - Stiff Brow
- C216 - Stiff Brow
- C163 - Oval Fluff / Crease
- C133 - Lash Fan
C600 - Professional Contour Fan
CD10 - Dual Length Powder
C321 - Bullet Crease
C322 - Large Pointed Crease
C323 - Pointed Lip
C155SH - Short Handle Brow/Lash Groomer
C115SH - Short Handle Spoolie
C114SH - Short Handle Flocked Sponge
Crown's Mineral Series is specially designed to apply and blend mineral cosmetics. These precision chiseled bristles are ideal for a light and even application. This series features a polished chrome ferrule with a matte black coated birch wood handle.
M17 - Deluxe Foundation
M10 - Oval Concealer
M6 - Oval Sable Shadow
M8 - Oval Shadow
M9 - Angle Blender
M7 - Deluxe Crease
M13 - Flat Crease
The Backstage Series is a professional grade series constructed of a blend of Sable, Goat and synthetic bristles. These bristle blends allow for a dense and flawless application for the professional artist. This series features a polished chrome ferrule, with a birch wood handle coated in a metallic silver finish.
The Perfectly Pink series offers professionals a stylish and functional line constructed of high grade sable, goat, and synthetic bristles. These brushes allow for a smooth and flawless application with all cosmetic products. This series features a matte silver ferrule, with a birch wood handle coated in the “perfect” shade of pink.
The Basic Series consists of a small collection of brushes that are individually packaged for retailers. This very popular series features an all natural birch wood handle with a polished black ferrule.
Crown Kabukis are made from the finest materials such as squirrel, goat, sable, Italian Badger, and ultra soft synthetic bristles. They are great for applying your favorite mineral and powder based products. Crown’s kabukis are perfectly sized for easy travel.
Crown treatment brushes are constructed of the most durable materials available to ensure a consistent and even treatment application. Available in both natural and synthetic bristles. Crown offers the largest range of treatment brushes in the spa industry.
Esthetic/Spa Treatment

- ES3 - Jumbo Treatment Fan
- ES1 - Large Fan Mask
- ES2 - Medium Fan Mask
- ES8 - Soft Fan Mask
- ES4 - Oval Boar Facial
- ES6 - Taklon Fan
- ES5 - Taklon Fan
- 709J - Jumbo Premium Facial
- 709 1” - Large Premium Facial
1856-10 - Jumbo Taklon Fan
1856SH-8 - Large Taklon Fan
1856-8 - Large Taklon Fan
1856SH-6 - Medium Taklon Fan
1856-6 - Medium Taklon Fan
1856-4 - Small Taklon Fan
1856-1 - Mini Taklon Fan
1826 J - Jumbo Treatment Fan
1826 SH - Stiff Fan
1826 - Stiff Fan Mask
1836 SH - Soft Fan
1836 - Soft Fan
Esthetic/Spa Treatment

1707-1 1/2” - Jumbo Oval Taklon Mask

1707-1” - Large Oval Taklon Mask

1707 3/4” - Medium Oval Taklon Mask

1707-1/2” - Small Oval Taklon Mask

14229 - Oval Boar Facial

1701-1” - Large Square Taklon Mask

1701-3/4” - Medium Square Taklon Mask

1701-1/2” - Small Square Taklon Mask
BT5 - Paraffin Treatment

BT4 - 2” Soft Body Treatment

BT1 - 2.5” Body Treatment

ES7 - 3” Body Treatment

BT3 - 3” Body Treatment

BT6 - 4” Body Treatment
SB2 - Straight Sisal Brush
  w/ Detachable Handle

SB1 - Curved Sisal Brush

FS1 - Facial Scrubber

PP116 - Facial Scrubber
Neck/Nail Dusters & Shaving Brushes

*All Shaving Brushes Come Complete with Stand

Not Sold Separately

ND3 ND4 ND5

1/2"
Professional Kolinsky Nail Brushes

6 Piece Nail Art Set

Set 518

F1 - Design Fan
F2 - Large Taklon Flat Gel
F3 - Small Taklon Flat Gel
F4 - Oval Taklon Flat Gel
F5 - Bent Detail
F7 - 2 Sided Marbling Tool
F3 - Long Stripper
F2 - Short Stripper

* Check Price List for Sizes and Pricing
Disposables/Applicators

DS14 - Double Sided Spatula
DS15 - Slat Tip Spatula
DS16 - Spatula
DS17 - Mini Curved Spatula
DS18 - Brow/Lash Groomer
DS19 - Mini Blush
BC267 - Mini Kabuki (Individually packed)
BS20 - Non Latex Sponge Wedge (12 per pack)

DS3 - Mascara Spoolie
DS4 - Mascara Spoolie
DS5 - Mascara Spoolie
DS6 - Double Sided Foam Tip Applicator
DS7 - Double Sided Foam Tip Applicator
DS8 - Foam Tip Applicator
DS9 - Foam Tip Applicator
DS10 - Taklon Lip Applicator

*Disposables/Applicators sold in packs of 25 except DS20
Retractables

M3 - Retractable Powder

R101 - Retractable Lip

R102 - Retractable Lip

R102P - Retractable Powder

R103 - Retractable Lip

R105 - Dlx Retractable Lip

R106 - Dlx Retractable Lip

R106 (Black) - Dlx Retractable Lip

KB9 - Dlx Synthetic Kabuki

M14 - Retractable Buffer

M15 - Retractable Kabuki
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Crown Brush assortments are designed to maximize profits for all salon or spa retailers. Each counter top display contains 10 top selling brushes and includes a free acrylic counter top display.

D12 (Left)
Italian Badger Assortment
Includes 6 pieces of each:
IB102, IB106, IB104, IB123,
IB108, IB116, IB117, IB118,
IB115, IB113, AD1

D4 (Right)
Studio Assortment
Includes 6 pieces of each:
C107, C104, C707-3/4”,
C170-6, C160-1/8”, C224,
C135, C138, C155, C216,
AD1

* Other Assortments Available
Set 514 (Above) - Italian Badger Set
Set includes:
IB102, IB103, IB106, IB115, IB118, IB108, IB107,
IB116, IB113, IB117, Leatherine Case

Set 501
Master Studio Set
(Right)
Set includes:
C110, C107, C106, C108, C104, C141, C01, C707-3/4”,
C224, C155, C221, C208, C209, C202, C113, C115, C206,
C134, C216, C217, C250-0, C160-1/8”,
C170-6, C200, C222, C205, C213, C207, C204, C212,
30 Slot Leatherine Case
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Set 516 - 10 Piece Professional Syntho Set
Set includes:
SS019, SS014, SS001, SS013, SS011, SS012, SS006, C115,
SS005, SS008, Leatherine Case

Set 517 - 15 Piece Perfectly Pink Set
Set includes:
PP1, PP4, PP6, PP9, PP17, PP14, PP18, PP10, PP22, PP19, PP20, PP16,
PP11, PP23, PP8, 15 Piece Leatherine Case
Set 504 - Studio Set
Set includes:
C107, C104, C707-3/4", C155, C115, C250-0,
C160-1/8", C170-6, C135, C138, Leatherine Case

Set 502
Deluxe Studio Set
Set includes:
C106, C108, C104, C707-3/4", C155,
C115, C250-0,
C160-1/8", C124, C170-6, C113,
C135, C138, C148, Leatherine Case

Set 510 - Basic Set
Set includes:
B3, B1, B18, B6, B15,
B13, B22, B16, B9, B8,
Leatherine Case
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Set 611 - 23 Piece Professional Set
Set includes:
- Powder Dome, Chisel Powder, Tapered Blush, Angle Blush, Chisel Blush,
- Large Squirrel Shadow, Deluxe Oval Shadow, Mini Oval Shadow, Chisel Fluff, Oval Fluff,
- Sable Liner, Small Chisel Fluff, Deluxe Soft Fan, Angle Liner, Brow/Lash Groomer,
- Mini Oval Smudger, Square Smudger, Detail Mini Chisel, Pointed Liner, Flocked Sponge,
- Pro Spoolie, Sable Lip w/ Cover, Large Square Squirrel, Leatherine Snap Case

Set 606 - 16 Piece Professional Set
Set includes:
- Deluxe Soft Fan, Chisel Powder, Chisel Blush, Tapered Blush, Deluxe Chiseled Fluff, Deluxe Shadow, Flocked Sponge, Oval Fluff, Angle Liner, Chisel Fluff, Brow/Lash Groomer, Sable Liner, Eyeshadow, Pro Spoolie, Sable Lip w/ Cover, Pointed Smudger, Leatherine Snap Case
Set 600 - 12 Piece Set
Set includes:
- Tapered Powder
- Tapered Blush
- Oval Fluff
- Chisel Fluff
- Angle Liner
- Soft Fan
- Smudger
- Pointed Liner
- Flocked Sponge
- Pro Spoolie
- Oval Lip
- Brow/Lash Groomer
- Leatherine Snap Case

Set 604
12 Piece Professional
Set includes:
- Chisel Powder
- Angle Blush
- Deluxe Chisel Fluff
- Deluxe Shadow
- Oval Fluff
- Sable Lip w/ Cover
- Pro Spoolie
- Flocked Sponge
- Brow/Lash Groomer
- Pointed Liner
- Angle Liner
- Deluxe Soft Fan
- Leatherine Snap Case

Set 612
Mini “Syntho” Set
Set includes:
- Powder Dome
- Tapered Blush
- Crease
- Shadow
- Lip
- Angle Liner
- Spoolie
- Nylon Case w/ Storage
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Set 602
Mini Italian Badger Set
Set includes:
- Powder Dome
- Tapered Blush
- Eye Shadow
- Angle Liner
- Round Contour
- Oval Lip
- Pro Spoolie
- Nylon Case w/ Storage

Set 610
Belleza Set
Set includes:
- Angle Blush
- Powder Dome
- Concealer
- Round Contour
- Angle Liner
- Retractable Lip
- Buckle Leatherine Case

Set 609
Belleza Set
Set includes:
- Angle Blush
- Powder Dome
- Round Contour
- Concealer
- Angle Liner
- Retractable Lip
- Buckle Leatherine Case
Set 601
Mini Sable Set
Set includes:
Powder Dome
Tapered Blush
Round Contour
Eye Shadow
Angle Liner
Oval Lip
Pro Spoolie
Nylon Case w/ Storage

Set 608
Mini Belleza Set
Set includes:
Chisel Blush
Powder Dome
Oval Lip
Eye Shadow
Angle Liner
Leatherine Case

Set 607
Mini Belleza Set
Set includes:
Chisel Blush
Powder Dome
Oval Lip
Eye Shadow
Angle Liner
Leatherine Case
Set 507 - Esthetic Set (Above)
Set Includes:
827 J, BT3, 4229, 827 MED, 836 MED, 856 MED, 830, Leatherine Case

Set 508 - Deluxe Esthetic Set (Below)
Set Includes:
1826 J, BT3, 1856-10, 1856-1, 1856-4, 1836, 1826, 14229, 1707-3/4”, FS1, Leatherine Case
15 Piece Pro Set w/ Designer Reptile Case
All three sets include the following:
Chisel Powder, Chisel Blush, Angle Blush, Foundation, Angle Blender, Oval Shadow, Blending Fluff, Flat Liner, Concealer, Lash Fan, Brow/Lash Groomer, Angle Liner, Oval Lip, Mini Smudger, Round Crease
Set 618
12 Piece Designer Set
Set includes:
Chisel Powder
Angle Blush
Foundation
Brow/Lash Groomer
Spoolie
Chisel Fluff
Oval Shadow
Crease
Angle Liner
Oval Lip
Flat Liner
Pointed Liner
Designer Case

Set 622
7 Piece Travel Set
Set includes:
Powder Dome
Chisel Blush
Foundation
Chisel Fluff
Crease
Oval Lip
Pointed Liner
Pink Leatherine Case

Set 623
7 Piece Travel Set
Set includes:
Powder Dome
Chisel Blush
Foundation
Chisel Fluff
Crease
Oval Lip
Pointed Liner
Black Leatherine Case
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Brush Cases

- JCS - 30 Slot Jumbo Fold Up Case
- RCS - 10 Slot Leatherine Roll Up Case
- LCS - 10 Slot Leatherine Zipper Case
- SCS - 12 Slot Leatherine Snap Case
- BDP - 16 Slot Display Board
- PCS - 13 Slot Leatherine Roll Up Case
PRO Brush Rolls

BCS10 - 10 Slot Pro Leatherine Case

BCS15 - 15 Slot Pro Leatherine Case

BCS30 - 30 Slot Pro Leatherine Case
These professional quality aprons are built for comfort and durability. Our aprons are constructed of the highest grade synthetic materials. They are 100% animal cruelty free products.

*A pictured brushes are not included.*
88SH - 88 Color Shimmer Palette

88C - 88 Color Matte Palette

LIP 01 - 10 Color Lip Palette
88W - 88 Color Warm Palette

78C - 78 Color Blush/Eyeliner/Shadow Palette

BLS 01- 10 Color Blush Palette
28N - 28 Color Neutral Shadow Palette

FND1 - 6 Color Crème to Powder Foundation Palette
Choose from these four beautiful shades of SPF15 mineral powder foundations.

Pump Brushes also available filled with mineral foundation powders.

When ordering filled pump brushes please specify foundation shade.

LIGHT  MEDIUM  TAN  DARK